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Abstract:  This paper addresses use of an importance measure interaction study of a probabilistic risk 
analysis (PSA) performed for a hypothetical aerospace lunar mission.  The PSA methods used in this 
study follow the general guidance provided in the NASA Probabilistic Risk Assessment Procedures 
Guide for NASA Managers and Practitioners.  For the PSA portion, we used phased-based event tree 
and fault tree logic structures are used to model a lunar mission, including multiple phases (from 
launch to return to the Earth surface) and multiple critical systems.  Details of the analysis results are 
not provided in this paper – instead specific basic events are denoted by number (e.g., the first event is 
1, the second is 2, and so on).  However, in the model, we used approximately 150 fault trees and over 
800 basic events.  Following analysis and truncation of cut sets, we were left with about 400 basic 
events to evaluate.  We used this model to explore interactions between different basic events and 
systems.   These sensitivity studies provide high-level insights into features of the PSA for the 
hypothetical lunar mission. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) discussed in this paper was intended to represent a 
hypothetical space mission, including lunar surface activities.  However, since the model was of 
limited scope, it size was smaller than a full-scope PSA [1] and contained only 150 fault trees and 
approximately 800 basic events.  The modeling process started by representing the launch formulation 
stage for a multi-phased mission.  Following launch, two different end states were postulated, 
performance as measured by loss of mission (LOM) and safety as measured by loss of crew (LOC).  
Each key part of the mission was decomposed into an event tree top event representing either LOC or 
LOC for that phase. 

A consistent modeling approach was developed using NASA’s Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
Procedures Guide as the technical basis for the approach.[2] The purpose of the model was to gain 
risk-informed insights for future decision making as part of the mission formulation stage.  In this 
paper, we explore use of the risk results via a new type of importance measure (Total Order Reliability 
Importance), looking at interactions of basic events in the PSA minimal cut sets. 

 

2.  THE SPACE MISSION PSA MODEL 
 

The hypothetical PSA uses a phased approach to decompose portions of the mission.  As shown in 
Figure 1, the mission is covered by eight phases from launch to earth return.  The mission phases are 
modeled using an event tree approach to model scenarios combined with fault tree analysis to model 
system failures.  Under each top event in the event tree, a fault tree was created representing the down 
branch (i.e., failure) for that specific top event.  Once a failure is seen in any one particular phase (say, 
for example, during Phase 3), that accident sequence goes directly to the LOSS end state.  The 
undesirable outcomes addressed in this PSA are based upon figures of merit of interest such as LOM 
or LOC, which are defined as: 



� LOC addresses conducting this mission and returning the crew safely (or not) to earth. 

� LOM addresses performance required to successfully (or not) carry out the lunar activities. 

Note that LOM and LOC are not mutually exclusive.  A LOM results in an attempted return-to-Earth.  
If the abort or return-to-Earth and landing fail, the LOM leads to an LOC.  The details of what has to 
fail in order to cause either LOM or LOC are addressed in the fault tree for each phase.  The system 
models in this PSA (i.e., the fault trees) used typical high-level conceptual train design for the 
respective systems.  Included in the system modeling was the interconnected nature of the various 
systems and subsystems both within a mission phase and across the mission profile.  For example, the 
thermal control system may be dependent on electric power – this dependency was captured in the 
fault tree logic models. For each system, we assumed a typical operating condition along with the 
definitions of LOC and LOM in order to create the failure logic for each system. 
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Figure 1:  Mission phases for the lunar mission event tree. 

 

The hypothetical PSA model contains seven primary systems that perform the major functions for the 
mission.  These systems are typical of NASA vehicles such as those described by the Exploration 
Systems Architecture Study [3] and include:  

� Propulsion including the main engine, reaction control system (RCS), mechanical equipment 
(pumps, valves and controllers), and the propellant/helium tanks. 

� Avionics system that receives inputs from the crew, sensors and external communications; 
perform navigation, guidance, and internal state calculations; and provides control and 
actuation signals. 

� Electric Power System (EPS) including batteries, solar arrays and electrical distribution and 
control subsystems. 

� Active Thermal Control System (ATCS) including heaters, coolers, condensate controller and 
mechanical equipment. 

� Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) including oxygen tanks, pressure 
regulators, sensors and mechanical equipment. 

� Launch Abort System (LAS). 

� Pyrotechnic (PYRO) devices that affects component separation. 

 

Since we used a “phased” approach to decomposing portions of the mission, we needed to develop 
fault trees for each system for each phase.  As shown in Figure 1, the launch to earth return is covered 
by following eight phases: 



� Phase 1 – Launches to Low Earth Orbit (LEO).  The mission will launch needed materials, 
vehicles, and the crew to LEO.  

� Phase 2 – Rendezvous of the vehicles and the crew.  The earth departure vehicle is used by the 
crew to start the journey to the moon. 

� Phase 3 – Lunar-Orbit Insertion (LOI). The vehicle performs the LOI. All members of the 
crew transfer to the vehicle going to the lunar surface. 

� Phase 4 – Vehicle in lunar orbit.  The unmanned vehicle remains in a lunar orbit.  

� Phase 5 – Lunar mission.  The crew descends to and from the lunar surface.  A typical lunar 
mission will last up to seven days. 

� Phase 6 – Re-crew the orbiting vehicle.  Following the lunar ascent, the crew docks with the 
vehicle. 

� Phase 7 – Return to Earth.  The crew returns to earth. 

� Phase 8 – Earth landing.  The crew lands on the Earth. 

 

In addition to representing assumed system failures via standard fault tree modeling, we included 
dependent failures using common cause failure modeling.  For the redundant components in the 
system fault trees, we modeled the probability of experiencing a common cause failure using the 
Multiple Greek Letter method. [4] The Multiple Greek Letter method is an example of parametric 
common cause failure modeling that is an extension of the Beta Factor method.  This method (as 
compared to the Beta Factor method) is used to explicitly account for higher order redundancies and to 
allow for common-cause subgroups. 

The information generated by the PSA includes qualitative and quantitative results that support 
assessments to manage mission risk and provides different perspectives on risk drivers.  Later, in the 
next section, we discuss how this information (based on the formulation phase design) may be used to 
produce insights into what are the important drivers of the overall mission design.  For example, we 
may be able to: 

� Identify significant mission risk contributors 

� Determine of the importance of events, systems, mission phases, etc., to mission risk 

� Judge the impact of external events (e.g., solar radiation) 

� Balanced alternative operating modes or changes to the mission profile 

 

3.  IMPORTANCE MEASURE RESULTS 
 
3.1  The Effect of Interactions at the Basic Event Level 

As a case study, we have considered the hypothetical lunar space mission PSA described in Section 2. 
The model contains around 800 hundred basic events prior to truncation of cut sets. The expression of 
the risk metric (R) has been first obtained in the SAPHIRE 7 software and then translated into 
MATLAB for the importance measure calculation. [5] The importance measures have been estimated 
by utilizing the algorithm described in Borgonovo. [6] The computational cost equals to the one for 
obtaining standard PSA importance measures as RAW or RRW. For the model at hand (full-fledged 
PSA), the estimation of the importance measures requires less than 30 sec on a personal computer. The 
two points of the input parameter space are the 5th and 95th percentiles of the basic event distributions. 
The corresponding values of the risk metric are R05=R(p0.05;�0.05) = 5.678E-4 and R95 = R(p0.95; �0.95) = 
0.1129, respectively. Hence, �R = 0.1123. 



This finite change can be exactly apportioned to its sources by making use of the importance measures 
mentioned in the introduction. We start with DT. The long list of basic events does not make it possible 
to plot in one unique frame the importance measures of all the basic events. Consequently, we plot the 
importance of basic events from 149 to 180. This list contains the most important basic event, BE152. 
Figure 2 allows us to analyze the direction of risk change (if any).  In this figure, one notes the positive 
sign of all the importance measures, a fact that follows from the coherency of the system under 
examination. In other words, an increase in any of the failure probabilities worsens system 
performance. 

Figure 2 also shows DT
152 = 0.34. This indicates that the probability for basic event 152 (p152) is 

associated with 34% of the change in the risk metric, either by itself or by its interactions with the 
other basic events. Similarly DT

149=0.05, shows that around 5% of the change is associated with the 
change in the probability of basic event 149. 

 
Figure 2:  Di

T, i = 149, 150, …, 180. 

 

The questions that emerges are, then: 

1. Is the effect of p152 or p179 individual or driven by interactions? 

2. And, more in general, system response determined by individual component actions or do 
changes in the reliability in one component interfere with the performance of other 
components? 

The answers to these question are given by identifying the individual and interactions contributions in 
DT. This is achieved by computing D1

i and DI
i, according to the definitions in Borgonovo and Smith. 

[7] The results are reported in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3:  D1

152, DI
152, DT

152 (upper graph) and D1
149, DI

149, DT
149 (lower graph). 

 

Figure 3 shows that interaction effects (middle bars, as measured be DI) prevail over individual effects. 
In particular, the value DI

152 = 0.34, implies that the importance of basic event 152 is due to its 
interactions with the other basic events. 

This result has an important managerial interpretation. By keeping the probability of basic event 152 
constant (as much as possible), one would eliminate 34% of the increase in risk metric were it to 
increase. In fact, by fixing p152, not only its individual effect is eliminated, but also its interaction 
effects disappear. 

Let us now examine the importance of basic event 149. It is D1
149 = 0.33E-3, DI

149 = 0.0, DT
149 = 

0.33E-3. This result indicates that basic event 149 accounts for around 3 per-thousand of the change in 
risk metric. The null value of DI

149 shows that basic event 149 is not associated with any interaction 
and its impact on system performance is purely individual. 

We examine the behavior systematically for all basic events. Out of the 393 basic events that survive 
the cut set truncation, 51 show an individual action prevailing over interactions, the remaining 342 
have their importance mainly related to interactions. Hence, interactions play a crucial role in 
determining system response for the given change. However, as Borgonovo and Smith [7] underline, 
interactions do not necessarily matter when changes are small. To understand when interactions matter 
in the analysis and to link them to the decision-makers uncertainty, we proceed as follows: 

1. We vary the uncertainty (e.g., for the lognormal distribution, we would adjust the error factor, 
EF) from low to high values.  Recall that a large EF corresponds to greater uncertainty 
concerning the value of the parameters. 

2. We then repeat the analysis in correspondence of each EF selection. 

Figure 4 shows the change in risk metric �R=R0.05-R0.95 as the EF increases from 1.001 to 12 for each 
basic event. 

One notes the monotonic increase in �R = R(p0.95;�0.95) - R(p0.05;�0.05) as EF increases. This is 
explained as follows. A small EF implies a small separation between the 5th and 95th percentiles of 
each basic event probability or initiating event frequency; consequently, �R � dR. As the uncertainty 
increases, the separation between the 5th and 95th percentile increases and �R increases. By computing 



DT
i , DI

i and D1
i as EF varies, one obtains information about the magnitude of the changes at which 

interactions become relevant.  Figure 5 reports the results. 

 
Figure 4: �R as the error factor of the lognormal distribution increases. 

 
Figure 5: D1

152 (left bar in each group of three), DI
152 (middle bar), and DT

152 (right bar) as dp 
and d� increase. 

 

From Figure 5, one notes that individual effects prevail over interactions only when EF is small. In 
this case, in fact, the associated change in the parameters is small. However, as soon as the error factor 
overcomes an almost negligible value (1.01), then interaction effects cannot be neglected. They do 
dominate model behavior as soon as EF overcomes a value of 1.7. Symmetrically, individual effects 
dominate for EF = 1.001 and 1.01, then they decrease rapidly as the EF grows. 

The methodology provides, then, the decision-maker with the scale of the changes that allow one to 
neglect interactions. In the model, the average change in probability that corresponds to an error factor 
of 1:01 is 0.0040. Hence, in applications involving changes in basic event probabilities, on average, 



greater than 0.0040, interactions play a crucial role in system response. Conversely, for probability 
changes smaller than 0.0040, interactions do not have an effect in model response.  Note that the 
values that are presented here are specific to the PSA being evaluated and should not be construed as 
general values or indications of probabilities for PSA basic events. 

 

3.2.  Importance Measure Results for Interactions at the System Level 
 
We have identified a total of 15 systems or subsystems for further evaluation. The original 872 basic 
event probabilities have been therefore aggregated in corresponding (15) groups. The number of the 
parameters in each group is not identical (some systems are more complex), but varies with the 
number of basic events related to each system. 

By utilizing the algorithm by Borgonovo, [6] we obtained the importance measures for all systems, 
computing their individual effects and the interaction effects of all orders at the system level. In 
particular, we obtain estimates for 215 = 32,768 terms in the expansion of the risk change. 

Figure 6 reports the sensitivity measures for orders 1 and 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 6:  Importance measures up to 2nd order interactions.  The first 15 items represent the 
importance of each of the 15 systems individually.  The terms from 16 to 120 represent the 

importance of the interactions between pairs of systems. 

 

The first 15 terms in Figure 6 portray the importance of systems individually, i.e., ignoring their 
interaction effects. The terms from 16 to 120 concern the interactions between all possible system 14 
pairs. The reason why we reported these terms is that no interactions of order higher than 2 are 
significant in the analysis. The most important interaction is of order 2 (i.e., between two systems), 
and in particular it is between systems 2 and 3. 

The system importance measures are reported in Figure 7.   



 
Figure 7:  Importance of systems. 

 

 

Figure 7 shows that system 2 is the most important one, followed by systems 3, 12, 5 and 8, 
respectively. However, one notes that the importance of systems 2 and 3 is due to their interaction, 
with system 3's individual contribution being rather small. This has the following interpretation: if one 
were able to fix either the reliability of system 2 or 3, then the interaction effect would disappear, 
eliminating the main contributor to the change in risk. 

 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this paper, we described the practical application of a new importance measure, the Total Order 
Reliability Importance, by way of a hypothetical lunar space mission PSA.  For the PSA, we used 
phased-based event tree and fault tree logic structures and solved these using classical Boolean algebra 
and cut set based approaches via the SAPHIRE software.  While specific details of the analysis are not 
provided, we instead describe the model results in terms of “numbered” basic events (e.g., the first 
event is 1, the second is 2, and so on).  Nonetheless, we used this model to explore interactions 
between different basic events and systems.   These sensitivity studies provide high-level insights into 
features of the PSA for the hypothetical lunar mission, and are useful for risk-informed decision 
making as the mission detail evolves from the preliminary design phase. 
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